This medical device is intended for patient positioning.
This is not a restraint system.
Before use, it is important to check the status of the device: stitching, state of the buckles, slings,
fabric. Any damage will either be repaired by NAUSICAA Medical, or will result in a disposal.

YZA BELT
FOR ALL CHAIRS

THIS MEDICAL DEVICE MUST BE
IMPLEMENTED BY A TRAINED
HEALTH PROFESSIONAL

A single waist belt, plus two modules (one pelvic and one bust), allow you four configurations (abdominal support, bust support, pelvic support and full support).
You can easily switch from one to another and adapt to all patients without size constraints.
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Important Recommandations :
In order to get a maximum efficiency of these sort of product, it is necessary :
- to choose the appropriate size for the patient
- to get the best possible adjustment to the patient
These products must not be in direct contact with a wounded skin.

YZA BELT
HOSPITAL RANGE
Polyurethane coated polyester jersey
lined with polyurethane foam
Bias 91% polyamide - 9% elastane
100% polyester webbing
PVC Shoulder Pad
Nylon buckle

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
DO NOT USE THIS STRAP IF THE SIZE IS NOT SUITABLE FOR THE PATIENT.
The YZA Belt comes in 4 modular variants:
1 -the YZA Abdominal Belt (YZA-CA)
a - Position the belt at the waist of the person.
b - Pass the straps behind the back of the chair.
c - Close the nylon loop, then adjust the length of the straps, being careful not to compress the patient’s
abdomen.
2 -The Pelvic YZA Belt (YZA-CP) consists of the Abdominal YZA Belt and a Pelvic Maintenance Module.
a - Position the pelvic support on the seat of the chair, and fix the 25 mm strap to the back of the chair with
the minimum of play.
b - Sit the patient on the chair and on the strap.
c - Pass the straps behind the back of the chair.
d - Close the nylon loop, then adjust the length of the strap, being careful not to compress the patient’s
abdomen.
e - Close the 50 mm buckle of the pelvic support by adjusting its length.
3 -The YZA Bust Belt (YZA-CB) consists of the Abdominal YZA Belt and a Bust Support Module.
a - Position the belt at the waist of the person.
b - Pass the straps behind the back of the chair.
c - Close the nylon loop, then adjust the length of the straps, being careful not to compress the patient’s
abdomen.
d - Put the shoulder belt in place, close the 50 mm loop, place the shoulder pads on the shoulders of the
person, the loops behind the back of the chair. Pass a shoulder strap under the abdominal support strap,
connect the loops, and adjust its length.
4 - The YZA Integral Belt (YZA-CI) consists of the Abdominal YZA Belt, to which is added a Bust Support
Module and a Pelvic Support Module.
a - To fit the YZA Integral Belt, proceed first as for the Pelvic YZA Belt (2) and then as paragraph d and e of
the YZA Bust Belt (3).
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THIS MEDICAL DEVICE MUST BE SET UP BY A PROFESSIONAL
OR THE USER MUST BE EDUCATED TO SET IT UP.

